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If we’re going to die in the end
Let’s

slow down. Start over.
 

I’d like it to be at your hands
You 

slip a noose around my neck
and hand me scissors.

 
honoring all our beautiful truths

My eyes are closed,
all 

the better 
to feel you. 

You understand.
You are slipping into a noose

made for one. We will melt against each other
twist and lock

become pure again.
 
 

3 poems



 



the tide turned with the decade,

when the sun’s yolk splattered 

against the roof until night rolled against my window. 

plastic gold hats and fireworks framed the end,

and so I dusted out the cabinets, outgrew all my shoes and   

colored pencils and shirts that didn’t show everything,

locked the doors, regretted it. 

too late to turn back now. seven summers later i still miss

her,

In daydreams, i swim in mosaics of green apple shampoo

and hopscotch,

bubblegum rotting our molars. 

ten year sugar high, only to come down punch-drunk and

spinning on the playground

where we kiss goodbye. do more than kiss goodbye. then,

home to stuffed animals and fairy lights. rinse, repeat. 

heart like a cup crushed under sneakers, 

here, in a pocket of charged teenage energy, 

the violent heat of the moment obscures features to inky

strokes of eyeliner and blood pumping behind flushed

cheeks. the carpet melts. 

the night is young now, but only a pillow fight later it’s time

to go. 

baby teeth



this isn't the same brain anymore, and it won't be the same

on graduation day, either, 

in crayon, I draw an angry self portrait and hang it on the

fridge,

on my way out for the last time, 

I wade through the kitchen drowned in her ragged tears.

 
 



I know this girl 

who can make herself cry 

in less than a minute. She’s not even an actress

or had any sort of professional training 

or et cetera, but I went to her house once

and she demonstrated while we were doing the dishes.

When I asked her why she was crying

she told me it was because she thought

the soap bubbles on her ceramic plates looked like lace. 

Then she did it again when the front door opened:

eyes growing larger and larger, 

balancing precariously on simple eyelashes. 

This time she told me it was because she thought 

her father had finally come home,

but it was only the dog. 

Her father disappeared a few years ago

leaving behind the dog, 

the ceramic tableware, 

also a grandfather 

who only sometimes knew her name and burped all

throughout dinner.

The girl cried as she vacuumed that night,

and as we emptied the vacuum bag, 

filling the trash can with lots of strands of dog hair 

and tufts of elderly pink scalp.

When it came time for me to go, she made me promise to

visit soon. 

I promised. Then she cried. This time it was because

she believed me.

Nataliya



T E N D E R

N E S S :

3  A C T S



1.

Habits keep us human:

peel back the skin underneath a fingernail

to remember the pink of flesh.

While waiting to heal,

ask yourself:

Do I remember

what it feels like to touch

without hurting?

2.

So you're leaving.

So you're leaving and for good this time.

You're holding onto your suitcase and 

I'm wishing you well,

the words rolling back into my mouth

becoming grains of sand stuck

on lips, breasts, legs —

grains of sand rolling, forming tumors

in all the soft parts you

once tasted.

tenderness: 3 acts



3. 

Something citrusy

pops

eye and all the tender 

parts of tongue

stinging with flavor.

Something tender

blooms

and thrashes, blindly,

until heart finally gives in

and swells.

 
 



I’d want to reach 
for your hand and whisper everything
is going to be alright. 

Everything is going to be
alright even though in the end,
you leave again.

I understand: after all,
there is more to life 
than what is right in front of you.

There is more to life 
than what is right in front of me, but you
were so dazzling
filling my view with such
brightness that I sometimes 
forgot to breathe.

That I sometimes 
forgot we did not 

belong to each other.
And probably never will, right?

 
I understand: after all,

you deserve good things.
People who will 
take care of you,

folding your socks the right way 
and watering the plants when you

forget.
People who know 

how to cherish you.
 

I’d want to reach for — no
you deserve good things.
People who know when 

to hold on to you.
People who know when to let go.

 

if we could turn back time





Today I am shrinking
becoming the blank space on an application 
or the air sealed inside a new box of shoes.
There are many comforts in this dimension,
precious memories like treasures to be
recovered 
if you’re not afraid to dig.
Here underneath this palm tree 
I am the draft filtered through fronds
remembering the first time:
you feel like a caress,
how my body is warmth before it registers
pain.
Here on top of this cloud 
I am the sun painting each misty particle
with color
remembering the first time:
your tears beat and sting my cheek,
how you are melting right before my eyes.
Shrinking/shifting/remembering
I become a drop of rain, a reflection.
Memories are flowing in and out of me, 
I become
a million first times, a million tears, 
a million hands reaching forward. Still, 
I am looking for yours.
I am always looking for yours.

In memory of the first time 





Fairytale II 

Once upon a time 

there was a boy. 

He had 

“crimson colored eyes” and

“luscious raven locks.”

His best friend was 

a beautiful 

boy with “silky blond strands” and 

“kind blue eyes.”

They fall in love 

with the same girl 

is what you’re thinking

right? 

Wrong. 

Once upon a time 

there was a boy. 

He was beautiful

but he 

didn’t know this

at first. 

There had been no use 

for his beauty



at first, except 

to be drawn by his best friend 

by the light of stars. 

Then there were people who pointed and whispered

and complicated things.

Both boys wished 

that they could return home.

Once upon a time 

there were two boys.

They realized that

the world wanted them to explain things that

already made sense.

Like how magical it was

to feel hair 

in your hands.

Like how light

catches in someone’s eye and becomes 

a star.

Once upon a time

there were two boys

who disappeared.



In all honesty

nobody tried too hard to find them.

These two boys, they might be suffering right now

or dying

or maybe they’re already dead.

At least

they’re together

right? Or

maybe they’re alive

waking to the curve

of each other's bodies 

and exploring what 

the mornings mean,

happily ever after.

 
 



My sister spins herself a glittering cocoon while he
does it. Retreats. She emerges the next dewy

morning a dreamer, slow as a Sunday night, lily-
livered, cowered over into a pale feather of skin in

the bathtub. Calves like a glacier, splits herself
down the middle, crackling. I say: you can’t let him
take this from you. They all pull apart her ribcage

with glossy red hands looking for a wishbone. She’s
waterproofed, sealed shut in crystal silence. From
her vantage point, we should see this as a twisted
type of strength. Next time they’ll carve her name

away from her along with her insides. Cobwebs
grasp at the cracks in her porcelain skull. All that’s

left is dial tones and smoke in scribbles, dishes
stacked to heaven in dim kitchen lights. Despite

myself, I forget her, startle at her frame penciled in
on the corner of the couch. Why are all the lights
off? She doesn’t answer. Now, she is a scattered

pattern of noise and breath, weaker than an
afterthought. She disintegrates into mist. She used

to be a woman. 

Flesh



I don’t want it to be that type of cliche, but my brain can only
form so many chemical reactions. Anger blooms in my lungs.
Knives and cans of poisonous aerosol learn the shape of the

spaces between my fingers. In my pockets, I rehearse hissing
gas and stabbing quick on trains and in public bathrooms. I
crash. Darkness, breathing, everything shifting tectonically.
Violence clouds my vision. Our mom jolts awake to screams,
comes running in to chain me down with shaky arms. From
the doorway, my sister watches and shines dainty pink like

the underside of a seashell, her face almost finished
reworking itself into something completely transparent. The

ivory slash of her cheekbone glitches and her veins writhe
below the surface. We talk like our mom isn’t unraveling into
blood and water on the carpet. My sister says: you will never

ever be the same, so stop trying. I say: you’re enough of a
victim for both of us. I go to support groups and spit
everything I can’t name into the cheap center of the

basement. It flutters - desperate for a home - between the
rattling bodies until it finds mine. Gasping, it soars right back

into me without a second thought. Everybody in the circle
has it worse and nobody is allowed to touch me. I was never

anything but this. 

 
 
 
 
 




